Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah

Barre 5 strings

This will sound awful until you get the thing at tempo.

Key of B

Zip - a - dee - doo - dah.

or use E

zip - a - dee - day.

My, oh my, what a

won - der - ful day!
"Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah" - Ted Greene Arrangement p.2

Plenty of sunshine

headin' my way,

Zip a dee doo dah,

zip a dee day! Mister
Bridge:

Blue - bird on my shoulder, it's the truth it's "satisfy ch'il."
"Zip-A-Dee-Doo-Dah" - Ted Greene Arrangement p.4
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won - der - ful day!